
Prize Wheel Spinner Robot

Topic: Programming, Sensor Integration, Conditionals

Short Description: Students will modify an existing robot build and sample code from the UKIT Advanced to
create a Prize Wheel Spinner Robot.

Steps:
1. Open uCode in a web browser. Google Chrome is preferred.

2. In the Resource Center pop up, click on the UKIT Advanced build instructions. Open the instructions for
the Infrared Fan robot. Click Start building.

3. Using the UKIT Advanced and following the build instructions in uCode, build the Infrared Fan robot.

4. Now that you have a completed the Infrared Fan robot, take the blade pieces (P05-LTBLU & P35-RED) off of your fan, leaving
the waffle (C8-BLU) and the 4 outer fastener (P48-RED) pieces as the base for the Prize Wheel.

5. Cut out a Prize Wheel Spinner Template of your choice or create your own. See Teacher Notes slide for dimensions.

https://idena.ubtrobot.com/#/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1seN4H20Grw12MgFgzi0HjImrgmut5jvXJPmJ8K_JLpM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1seN4H20Grw12MgFgzi0HjImrgmut5jvXJPmJ8K_JLpM/edit?usp=sharing
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6. Poke holes through the 4 center holes using a sharp pencil or ballpoint pen. Do your best to not bend the Prize Wheel. Check
that the Prize Wheel fits the 4 fastener (P48-RED) pieces.

7. Color and create as you wish! Use a ruler to draw lines through the center point of the circle to create segments. Try making 6
equal slices to create a 6-sided die, or make a randomizer for anything else you can think of!

8. In uCode, make sure you are in Stage mode and open up the Resource Center by clicking on the open book icon on the top
menu bar. Click the Sample Code tab along the top of the pop up. Sort by Models. Find and load the Infrared Fan Sample
Code. Adjust it using the Sample Code provided.

9. Test the code by waving your hand in front of the infrared sensor.

10. Build a needle that will show exactly where the Prize Wheel landed. See the sample build.

11. Improve and redesign as needed! Try moving and redesigning the LED light or changing the amount of spin time.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1seN4H20Grw12MgFgzi0HjImrgmut5jvXJPmJ8K_JLpM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1seN4H20Grw12MgFgzi0HjImrgmut5jvXJPmJ8K_JLpM/edit?usp=sharing
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